
Flexibility
UNIVERSAL SIZE

Natural Cotton
INNER LAYER

NEOPRENE

Breathable

WRIST BAND
Art. S8514ADJUSTABLE

Wrist band relieves pain due to compression and fixation of the injured joint.
Breathable elastic material provides moderate fixation and stabilization of 
the wrist joint. 
Provides therapeutic heat and compressive support to wrist joint.
Adjustable velcro strap customizes compression around wrist and ensures 
comfortable fit and stabilization during activities.
The inner layer made of soft cotton fabric for comfort.
Universal size (one size fits most). 
Fits both left and right hands.

Left or Right
FITS FOR BOTH HANDS

S-XL

Flexibility
UNIVERSAL SIZE

Natural Cotton
INNER LAYER

NEOPRENE

Left or Right
FITS FOR BOTH ARMS

S-XL

Art. S8322
TENNIS / GOLF ELBOW BRACE
FIXATIVE

Treatment and prevention of lateral (tennis elbow) and medial (golf elbow) 
epicondylitis.
The pad redistributes bandage compression from the prominent epicondyles to the 
surrounding soft tissues and provides massaging effect.
The inner layer made of soft cotton fabric for comfort.
Relieves pain of strained muscles in forearm during activities.
Excellent fixation and compression due to additional non-stretching strap with velcro 
fastener.
Simple design, comfortable for wearing without assistance.
Universal size (one size fits most).
Fits both left and right arms.

BACK BRACE
Art. S3041WITH POWER STRAPS

Brace provides support of the back muscles and stabilizes abdominal pressure for safer 
activity.
Reduces loads on the vertebrae and intervertebral discs.
Aeroprene provides heating and micro massage action, non-blocking skin respiration.
Tapered shape for a comfortable fit.
Two plastic stays in back provide firm support to lumbar area.
Reinforced strap design for adjustable compression.
Removable massage pad in lower back area stimulates back muscles.
Universal size (one size fits most).

provides support of the back

DEVELOPED BY
SPORTS PHYSICIANS

Upper Extremity
Supports

Lower Extremity
Supports

MULTIPURPOSE ELAST IC
BANDAGES WITH VELCRO

Back
Supports
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STABILIZING WRIST BRACE
Art. S8551ADJUSTABLE

Stabilizing wrist brace features a removable metal splint for variable stabilization of the 
weak or stiff wrist in a neutral position.
Support and protection for athletic and work activities.
Provides reliable fixation and compression of the radiocarpal joint.
Anatomically contoured metal stiffening plate and additional straps provide reliable 
stabilization of the joints and greater wrist stability.
The inner layer made of soft cotton fabric for comfort.
Universal size (one size fits most). 
Designed separately for left and right hands.
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WRIST BRACE
Art. S8555WITH THUMB FIXATION 

Brace features the removable metal splints for fixation and stabilization of the wrist 
and thumb in abduction position.
Support and protection for athletic and work activities.
Provides firm fixation and compression of the radiocarpal joint and thumb.
Anatomically contoured metallic stiffening plates and additional straps provide 
reliable stabilization of the joint and thumb and give greater stability.
The inner layer made of soft cotton fabric for comfort.
Universal size (one size fits most).
Designed separately for left and right hands.

ELBOW BRACE
Art. S8321WITH ADDITIONAL FIXATION

Provides support and relieves pain of stiff, swollen or injured elbows and strained muscles 
in forearm during activities.
Minimizes risk of future injuries and instability. Provides compression on weak or 
overstressed elbow.
Separable design and adjustable velcro fasteners ensure comfortable fit and stabilization 
during activities. Provides easy application and maximum support.
Additional round pressure point offers extra pressure on muscle in elbow.
Aeropene material provides shock absorption, dynamic compression and better 
breathability during prolonged use. 
Universal size (one size fits most).
Fits both left and right arms.

KNEE PATELLA STRAP BRACE
Art. S6010FASTENING

Treatment and prevention of tendovaginitis, jumper’s knee
The pad redistributes bandage compression, provides massaging effect.
The inner layer made of soft cotton fabric for comfort.
Relieves pain of strained muscles during activities.
Excellent fixation and compression due to additional non-stretching strap with velcro 
fastener.
Simple design, comfortable for wearing without assistance.
Universal size (one size fits most).
Fits both left and right knees.
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ANKLE SUPPORT
Art. S7028ADJUSTABLE

Minimizes risk of future injuries as well as strains, sprains and instability. Provides 
compression to weak or overstressed ankle.
Contour design and adjustable velcro fasteners ensure comfortable fit and stabilization 
during activities. Provides easy application and maximum support.
Aeropene material provides shock absorption, dynamic compression and better 
breathability to the injured ankle during prolonged use. 
Open toe and heel design ensure full range of movement.
Universal size (one size fits most). 
Fits both left and right feet.
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STABILIZING KNEE SUPPORT
Art. S6035ADJUSTABLE

Knee support design ensures adjustable fit and unrestricted range of motion. 
Patellar buttress helps stabilize and protect kneecap.
Reinforced patella stabilizer prevents displacement.
Heat retention and compression reduce risk of strains or injuries.
Contour design and adjustable velcro closure for custom fit. Provides easy application 
and maximum support.
Breathable aeroprene material lined with cotton behind knee for optimal comfort. 
Provides warmth and equal compression to weak or overstressed knee.
Universal size (one size fits most).
Fits both left and right knees.

pport design ensures adjust
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STABILIZING KNEE SUPPORT
Art. S6058WITH 4 SPIRAL STAYS

Bandage design ensures adjustable fit and unrestricted range of motion. 
Patellar buttress helps stabilize and protect kneecap.
Additional circle pad around patella provides protection and stabilization to prevent patella 
displacement.
Two medial and lateral spiral removable stays provide additional support and stability.
Heat retention and compression reduce the risk of strains or injuries.
Contour design and adjustable straps ensure stability and prevent slipping. Provides easy 
application and maximum support.
Breathable aeroprene material lined with cotton behind knee for optimal comfort. Provides 
warmth and equal compression to weak or overstressed knees.
Universal size (one size fits most).
Fits both left and right knees.

e design ensures adjustable fit
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BRACES AND
SUPPORTS
FOR ATHLETES
The growth and extension of brand Dr.Frei continues. Now 
Dr.Frei represents its own new professional product line of 
Braces & Supports for athletes and active people. All supports 
and braces are made of innovative materials, which have 
unique properties:

You keep an eye on the game, we keep an eye on the details to 
support you. A winning combination that has proved successful 
over and over again since we first entered the medical 
production 12 years ago. 
New product line was developed by sports physicians in order 
to support athletes' joints and muscles during intensive 
training with high stress and overloads as well as to prevent 
stretching and injuries during sports activities. Real athletes 
are constantly looking for new ways to exercise. Some old 
truths often need to be reconsidered. Good can always be a 
little bit better. You can always train a little bit harder. But 
sometimes it is up to the special means which have to support 
you and that are the occasions we aim when develop our 
products.
Do not stop - move to victory!
Focus on results!
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KNEE JOINT SUPPORT  
Art. S6040ELASTIC

Provides reliable support and protection of knee joint during activities.
Heat retention and compression reduce risk of strains or injuries.
The anatomical shape is convenient for daily use.
Breathable fabric ensures additional comfort.
Fits both left and right knees.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.

des reliable support and protect
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ANKLE SUPPORT
Art. S7035ELASTIC

Provides reliable support and protection of ankle joint during activities.
Minimizes risk of future injuries as well as strains, sprains and instability.
The anatomical shape is convenient for daily use.
Breathable fabric ensures additional comfort.
Fits both left and right feet.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
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Left or Right
FITS FOR BOTH KNEES

AND COMPRESSION

Soft Fixation

AND COMPRESSION

Soft FixationFor Everyday
USAGE

FABRIC

Breathable Left or Right
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Soft FixationFor Everyday
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Art. S02x80x1

Art. S02x80x3

keep body warmth non-blocking skin respiration
provide shock absorption, dynamic compression and better 
breathability during prolonged use
give athletes maximum support and stability as well as 
comfort while using
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FREICARE SWISS AG
Seepark 6, CH-9422 Staad SG
tel. +41 71 855 07 55
contact@medpack-swiss.com

USA
FREICARE USA LLC
4000 Hollywood Blvd, 
Suite 555-South, Hollywood, FL 33021
Phone: 1-888-MED-7552
usa@medpack-swiss.com

REF №DFSB001_EN_110718

WRIST WRAP
Art. S8503ELASTIC

Provides soft fixation and compression for wrist joint.
The anatomical shape is convenient for daily use.
Breathable fabrics stretches in four directions for more comfortable usage.
Fits both left and right hands.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.

des soft fixation and compressio
omical shape is convenie
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ELBOW SUPPORT
Art. S8317ELASTIC

Provides reliable support and protection of elbow joint during activities.
The anatomical shape is convenient for daily use.
Breathable fabric ensures additional comfort.
Fits both left and right arms.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
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BANDAGE
Art. S02x80x1
Art. S02x80x3

MEDICAL ELASTIC WITH SPECIAL
EASY FASTENING SYSTEM

Firm bandage material retains essential tensility and
provides excellent compression even after lingering use and
frequentative washing.
High cotton contents provides comfort during use.
Easy fastening Velcro tape system W/O clips.
Excellent fixation and compression due to additional non-stretching strap with velcro.
Sizes: 1m x 8cm, 3m x 8cm.

bandage material retains essent
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Velcro
FIXATION

Natural Cotton
THREAD

FABRIC

Breathable

BRACES AND SUPPORTS
FOR ATHLETES
PRODUCT CATALOGUE 2018
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Soft FixationFor Everyday
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Medium
TENSILITY
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